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Abstract
	
  

The increased spending on Internet Marketing has made the decision-making process for
selecting a particular Internet marketing technique ever so important. This thesis is therefore
focused on the considerations made by companies in selecting an Internet marketing
technique. In particular, the role of and value put on Brand Dilution as a risk of Internet
marketing techniques is investigated. A research framework consisting of a literature review
and a qualitative interview with an expert in the field of Internet Marketing was designed for
this purpose. Main finding is that Brand Dilution is not perceived as a common risk of
Internet marketing. Suggestions for future quantitative research on the workings of Brand
Dilution are provided.
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Introduction	
  

1.1
	
  
	
  

Background

The emerging technology that is called the Internet has made a tremendous impact on
our daily lives for almost two decades now. What started out as a non-commercial U.S.
Defense Department initiative that was called ARPANET in the 1970s can nowadays be
defined as “the worldwide interconnection of individual networks operated by government,
industry, academia, and private parties” (Castells, 2000; Miniwatts Marketing Group, 2012;
Hanson, 2000). When we look at the figures of Internet use right after it became publically
available and compare them to late 2011, we can clearly see the results of globalization.
While in December 1995 around 16 Million people were active on the Internet, in late 2011
this number turned into an astonishing 2267 Million people (Miniwatts Marketing Group,
2012). Furthermore, the recent evolution of the Internet into new and related markets such as
Smartphones and Tablets make to believe that there is plenty of future growth potential.
With the Internet being very rich in its possibilities, its use has become very versatile.
One can think of media-sharing (YouTube), educational material availability (Google
Scholar), global business collaboration through instant and low-cost sharing of content and
ideas (E-mail, chatting, Skype), and social implications such as social media (Facebook,
Twitter) and Weblogs. The increasing number of users in combination with the apparently
unlimited potential has given the Internet an immense scope. Focusing on a Business-toConsumer perspective, this scope has yet created another very important role for the medium:
a marketing tool. As a marketing tool, the Internet can take a serious part in the general goal
of every commercial company: profit-maximization.
Research focused on the role of the Internet as a marketing tool has been interesting
to many over the past decade due to its large variety of possibilities of use as just described.
However, the research of this thesis is of particular interest at this moment in time because of
the fact that online ad spending is the strongest growing amongst all types of media ad
spending. According to data obtained from a study conducted by eMarketer Digital
Intelligence (2012), “online (ad) spending will grow 23.3% to $39.5 billion in 2012”.
Furthermore, data shows that “US online ad spending will exceed the total spent on print
magazines and newspapers for the first time, at $39.5 billion vs. $33.8 billion”. Finally,
eMarketer recognizes that “as Internet ad spending rises, so will TV—albeit more slowly”.
The results of the eMarketer study from which the numbers above were obtained can be
found in graphical format in Appendix A.
The initial focus for the topic of this thesis was on a gray area that can be described as
a paradox of marketing. On the one hand there are theoretical frameworks stating that
spending more money and effort on marketing is worthwhile and will lead to positive results
(increased sales and/or higher profit), but on the other hand there are other theoretical
frameworks (such as those related to Brand Dilution) that state that spending more money and
effort on marketing at a certain point leads to negative results (decreased sales and/or lower
profit). This, in combination with the fact that Internet marketing is ‘booming’, as indicated in
the previous paragraphs, makes obtaining a better understanding of the risks or the pitfalls
associated with Internet marketing a vital point for companies.

	
  
1.2
	
  
	
  

Research Objective

The main objective of this research is to get an insight in the recognition of Brand
Dilution as one of the risks commonly associated with Internet marketing. In order to achieve
this main objective, this research must also seek insight in the concept of Brand Dilution.
Furthermore, it must identify the current spectrum of Internet marketing techniques as well as
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a list of the risks associated with them. Brand Dilution (BD), in short, can be explained as
“the process or action of making [a brand] less strong or less valuable” (Cambridge
Dictionaries, 2011).
Whereas the previously mentioned role of the Internet as a marketing tool is chiefly
regarded as positive for its stakeholders, one rarely is confronted with the negative instances
of that particular role (Peterson, Balasubramanian, & Bronnenberg, 1997). Not many people
are acquainted with concepts that revolve around the phenomenon ‘over-marketing’ for
example. Brand Dilution, explained as “the weakening of a brand through its overuse”,
provides a serious risk for marketers to consider (Pietersz, 2012). The ability of certain forms
of (Internet) marketing to negatively influence the sales of products or services is unutterably
interesting. The fact that Brand Dilution is an abstract and intangible phenomenon created the
incentive for making its perception by marketers the main objective of this thesis.

1.3
	
  
	
  

Problem Statement

Following the Research Objective, the research question that will be answered in this
thesis is formulated as follows:
Is Brand Dilution considered a common risk/disadvantage of current Internet
marketing techniques?

	
  
1.4
	
  

Research Questions

To provide an answer to our Problem Statement, we define four preliminary research
questions:

1.5

1)

How can ‘Brand Dilution’ be defined and what are its implications within the
scope of this thesis?

2)

What are common characteristics associated with Brand Dilution?

3)

What types of Internet marketing can be identified?

4)

What are the most common risks associated with the current types of Internet
marketing?

Research Methodology

The exploratory research in this thesis is conducted through a qualitative literature
research method as well as a qualitative semi-structured interview with an expert. The
literature research consists of three main sections: Brand Dilution, Internet marketing
techniques and risks associated with Internet marketing techniques. The results obtained in
these three sections will lead to an initial conclusion in relation to the Problem Statement. The
analysis of the interview will result in information aimed at answering the Problem Statement
as well. The interview functions as a validation mechanism of the initial conclusion in that its
results will be compared to the initial conclusion obtained from the literature research.
Naturally, if the results of the interview contradict the initial conclusion coming from the
literature research, the validity of the initial conclusion will decrease. If the interview’s results
are in line with the initial conclusion its validity will clearly increase. The schematic
overview of this research framework is presented at the top of the next page:
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Expert
Interview
Literature
Research Part 1:
Brand Dilution
Initial Conclusion
Literature
Research Part 2:
Identification of
Internet Marketing
Techniques

Figure 1.

Validation

Final Conclusion

Literature
Research Part 3:
Risks Associated
with Internet
Marketing
Techniques

Schematic overview of research framework.

The core of the publications and resources examined and used for this thesis are from
scientific nature. However, in some cases non-scientific resources such as popular papers and
websites were used to contribute to the understanding of the context and concepts presented.

	
  
1.6

Research Structure

The first chapter, this current chapter, provides a short introduction concerning the
growth of Internet in general. Several examples showing the diversity of the newly emerged
implications of the Internet are presented, leading to the identification of the Internet’s role as
a marketing tool. Furthermore, this chapter defines the Research Objective, Problem
Statement, Research Questions, Research Methodology and Research Structure.
In chapter 2, the theoretical framework of ‘Brand Dilution’ as a concept is discussed.
It is the first part of our literature research and revolves around questions such as: What
exactly is Brand Dilution? What different forms of Brand Dilution can be acknowledged?
This chapter will conclude with the identification of three major characteristics that are
commonly identifiable in cases of Brand Dilution. The answers to the questions posed earlier
in this paragraph will be given throughout chapter 2 and will, combined with the identified
characteristics, provide the answers to the first and second preliminary research questions.
Chapter 3 presents a classification of Internet marketing techniques. This collection
of Internet marketing techniques consists of six main groups and is identified following the
way of thinking presented by Chaffey and Smith (2009). Each category is thoroughly
explored and examples of each category are provided. This presented categorization of
Internet marketing techniques represents the second part of our literature research and will
provide the answer to the third preliminary research question.
Chapter 4 reflects our findings concerning the most common risks of the Internet
marketing techniques identified in the previous chapter. The risks will be briefly described
and a contextual background to increase understanding of the risks is added where needed.
The risks identified will come from several different authors and this chapter is the third and
final part of our literature research.
In order to distinguish the most common risks from the less common risks associated
with the Internet marketing techniques, a basic comparative analysis is used. The risks
defined in the first part of this chapter will ranked according to their frequency appearance
across a selection of scientific literature used for this thesis.
The final part of this chapter concludes what the most common risks associated with
the Internet marketing techniques are based on the comparative analysis that was performed.
This information will provide the answer to the fourth preliminary research question.
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Moreover, the final part of this chapter indicates specifically whether Brand Dilution is part
of that group of most common risks. This indication functions as the initial conclusion related
to the Problem Statement.
Chapter 5 contains of an interview with an expert in the field of Internet marketing:
Koen Jordaans. The first part of the chapter indicates the reasons for certain choices related to
the interview, defines the purpose of the interview and presents the interview design. The
second part is an analysis of the interview as well as a conclusion aimed at answering the
Problem Statement based on that analysis. Besides the fact that the interview will help to
validate the initial conclusion drawn from the literature research as described in the Research
Methodology section, the interview also functions as a means for identifying underlying
reasons for the conclusion obtained. These reasons and their contexts might provide
interesting topics for future research.
Chapter 6, the final chapter, concludes all the valuable information obtained
throughout this thesis. All the preliminary research questions are answered individually,
which will lead to the initial conclusion towards the Problem Statement. This initial
conclusion will be compared to the conclusion obtained from the interview with the expert.
The outcome of this comparison encloses the final conclusion towards answering the main
Problem Statement. Finally, possibilities for future research for related topics as well as the
flaws and limitations of this current research will be discussed.
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Brand Dilution
	
  

We start this chapter by providing a general definition of Brand Dilution and
distinguishing it from the related concept of Trademark Infringement. Next, the two primary
types of Brand Dilution will be defined. Finally, general characteristics of BD are presented.
Exploring the most common and prominent attributes of the different types of BD has lead to
general characteristics of the concept BD in general.

2.1
	
  

Basic Definition

Brand Dilution, or trademark dilution as you will, is officially denoted as “the
lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify and distinguish goods or services”
(Federal Trademark Dilution Act, 1995). It differs itself from trademark infringement in that
trademark dilution puts no value on the presence or absence of (1) competition between the
owner of the famous mark and other parties or (2) likelihood of confusion, mistake, or
deception” (Federal Trademark Dilution Act, 1995). On the contrary, trademark infringement
is exactly focused on this confusion, mistake, or deception due to competition from other
parties.

2.2
	
  

Primary types of Brand Dilution

Within the area of dilution, we must specify two broad practices:
(1) Tarnishment and (2) Blurring (Simonson, 1993).
Tarnishment refers to a “lowered evaluation of a senior brand due to a junior brand.
The damage of tarnishment is fairly obvious in that there is the attachment of a negative
association to the senior brand” (Pullig, Simmons, & Netemeyer, 2006). Blurring is identified
as “the gradual whittling away of the identity of the mark in the mind of the public” (Pullig et
al., 2006), which was partly taken from Schechter’s (1927) original Harvard Law Review
publication. As an addition to this latter definition, Pullig et al. state that ‘blurring’ might also
be defined as “the lessening of the uniqueness of the brand in the minds of consumers”
(Simonson, 1993).
Contributing to the overall understanding of BD as well as its two primary types, a
distinct definition of BD is presented in the paper “Brand Image and brand dilution in the
fashion industry” written by Kort, Caulkins, Hartl, & Feichtinger (2005). They define BD
interestingly as “the perverse reward for popularity” (Kort et al., 2005).

2.3
	
  

General Characteristics of Brand Dilution
	
  

One of the biggest difficulties in the field of BD is the identification of potential
trademark dilution. As identified by Pullig, Simmons and Netemeyer (2006): “there is neither
a clear standard for legal proof of dilution nor widely accepted measures for managerial use”.
In order to provide a means of identification, which will be useful in our subsequent
analysis of the Internet marketing techniques, the most renowned characteristics of BD in
general are presented below. These characteristics will be identified and described based on
assumptions generated through findings in literature research. Although literature research
links some characteristics to a specific type of BD, we assume that the characteristics
described are also valid for BD in general since it is a covering concept.
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2.3.1

Financial Losses

	
  
Although a decisive answer on what the “lowered evaluation” in the definition of
Tarnishment provided before exactly withholds was not yet given, let it now be clear that the
focus is on the diminishing of the commercial appeal of the senior brand. In other words, “the
presumed injury in a tarnishment action is supposed to be economic” (Taran, 2002).
The same focus on economic disadvantages is assumed to apply for Blurring as well.
While our definition of Blurring revolves around the “whittling away of the brand identity”, it
is important to find what the economic consequences of such loss of brand Identity are.
According to Lynn Upshaw (1995), member of the MBA professional faculty at the
University of California and Professor of Marketing, “the weaker the [brand] identity, the
greater the risk that the brand will be vulnerable to any number of debilitating threats from
competitors and marketplace alike”. We assume that increased vulnerability to threats from
competitors and marketplace are likely to lead to decreased sales and indeed economic losses.
In sum, both types of BD have reference points (lowered evaluation, decreased brand
identity) that are directly or indirectly related to financial losses.
2.3.2

	
  

Scope of Marketing

	
  

The uniqueness of a brand as described in Simonson’s (1993) definition of Blurring,
or that of its products for that matter, is most vital in the fashion industry “where functionality
is less important than the brand’s signal of style and exclusivity” (Kort et al., 2005). The fact
that a lack of this uniqueness or exclusivity can lead to a decrease in sales is strikingly
described in an excerpt taken from a research showcase paper written by Kort et al.:
“If too many people have a supposedly exclusive Fendi handbag or Hermès scarf, it is
no longer exclusive, and therefore, in the customer’s view, no longer worth its
vertiginous price”
Although one of the main objectives of marketing is typically an increase in the
number of sales, working towards meeting this objective in the context of relatively unique
goods related to the fashion industry may have the opposite effect (Doyle, 2008; Kort et al.,
2005). Let it be clear that this latter phenomenon is mostly applicable to prestige brands and
goods. People are only willing to pay significant amounts of money for exclusive, prestige
products since they can be used to display their personal wealth to others. If these products
are not exclusive anymore, they lose that specific use of signaling wealth and are therefore
less sold (Bianchi, 2002; Perreault & McCarthy, 2000; as cited in Kort et al., 2005).
While marketing being successful increases the number of sales of a certain brand or
product, its uniqueness will inevitably decrease. Therefore, the scope of marketing can play
an important role in this type of Brand Dilution. The bigger the scope of marketing for a
certain product/brand, the more likely the chances are that its sales will increase.
2.3.3

	
  

Brand Protection

	
  

Scot Duvall, trademark attorney and adjunct professor at the University of
Louisville’s School of Law, denotes in a 2010 interview that “a famous trademark should be
protected against third-party uses of a similar mark, because it is unfair for the newcomer to
hijack the renown of the famous mark” (Tipton, 2010). In the same interview, he explains his
statement by mentioning that the creation of a strong brand often costs considerate amounts of
time and money. Third parties using such brands, which will most likely lead to dilution of
the strong brands, are obviously the biggest fear of famous trademarks.
The role of external parties trying to profit from existing strong brands or are
considered to do so as described by Duvall, is also evidently present in both Blurring and
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Tarnishment. Although Blurring doesn’t necessarily require involvement of external parties
(for example with brand extension), this can be the case. For example, “the Lexis data center
argued that the introduction of the Lexus automobile potentially added a new category of
association that could blur the meaning of the brand in consumers’ minds” (Mead Data
Central, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc., as cited in Pullig et al., 2006).
Tarnishment, however, requires an external party that “creates negative associations
with, and hence a risk of aversion to, the famous brand” (Tipton, 2010). For example,
consider the case in which the American Express slogan “Don’t leave home without it” was
used to promote condoms by another firm (American Express Co. v. Vibra Approved Lab
Corp., as cited in Pullig et al., 2006).
In sum, Brand Protection is an important characteristic of BD. Brands should be
sufficiently aware of their exposure towards external parties that could contribute to BD.
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3
	
  

Internet Marketing Techniques (IMT’S)

In the following, the current spectrum of online marketing techniques will be
explored and the aim is on categorizing the several marketing tools in this area. Furthermore,
these categories will be defined, presented with some context around them and finally a clear
and tangible example will be provided of each one of them. This theoretical part, in which is
indicated what online marketing tools are available nowadays, is a logical step in order to
assess whether businesses truly fathom the risk of brand dilution associated with their choice
for a particular tool.
Following the way of thinking presented by Chaffey and Smith (2009), I present a
septum of OM-tools that consists of six main categories: Search engine marketing; SEM (1),
Online Public Relations (2), Online Partnerships (3), Interactive Advertising (4), Opt-in email marketing (5), and Viral Marketing (6). Concerning this categorization they state that its
contents are “online communications tools which marketers must review as part of their
communications strategy or as part of planning an online marketing campaign” (Chaffey,
2009). In other words, it is highly important that marketers have a sufficient understanding of
each one of the categories in order to prevent negative phenomena, such as brand dilution,
from happening.

	
  
3.1
	
  

Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

Nearly everyone who has been actively involved with the Internet has been
introduced to a search engine such as Google, Bing and Yahoo!Search
(thesearchenginelist.com, 2010). The fact that the verb “to Google”, taken from the most
popular search engine, was judged the "most useful" new word of the year in 2002 by the
American Dialect Society as well as the fact that it was added to renowned dictionary
Merriam-Webster in 2006 indicates the use and popularity of search engines to a great extent
(Nielson Net Ratings, 2012; Boston Globe, 2006; American Dialect Society, 2003). This
popularity and extensive use creates an interesting possibility for companies to utilize the
search engine’s fame as a means for online marketing; Search Engine Marketing.
Search engine marketing in general can be described as “placing messages on a
search engine to encourage click-through to a website when the user types a specific keyword
phrase” or as the buying of “keyword-related banner advertisements on the search-results
page” (Chaffey, 2009; Sen, 2005). Continuing, however, we should further divide the area of
SEM into two specific types: Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Pay-Per-Click (PPC).
Basically, SEO focuses on the actual listings on the search-results pages, whereas PPC
focuses on the sponsored section of the search-results page (Chaffey, 2009; Sen, 2005).
Search engine optimization involves “achieving the highest position or ranking
practical in the natural or organic listings…as the main body of search engine results pages”
(Chaffey, 2009). Companies performing SEO can influence their ranking in the search results
by improving the criteria on which they are valued by the search engine such as keyword
density, keyword formatting, and the number of existing and working links to other pages
(Chaffey, 2009).
Pay-Per-Click, at its most basic form, “involved the placement of a small ad on a
search engine, for which you were charged only if a visitor clicked on it” (Mordkovich,
2005). These ads are placed on the side of the organic listings on the search results page and it
is important to note that as opposed to SEO, PPC is a paid SEM-tool. PPC is still a widely
used SEM-tool since a company will appear on the first results page guaranteed as long as
they pay the highest amount of money for a certain key-word. This appearance on the first
page of results takes more effort and time to achieve when performing SEO.
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3.2
	
  

Online Public Relations (E-PR)

Public Relations (PR), being the non-Internet-influenced concept, is explained by the
UK Institute of Public Relations (as cited in Chaffey, 2009) as “the management of
reputations – the planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain goodwill and mutual
understanding between an organization and its publics”. PR, as a field of study, has been
actively practiced since the 1920s. Edward Louis Bernays, Sigmund Freud’s nephew, used his
uncle’s psychoanalysis theories and turned what started out as ‘propaganda’ into what we
know nowadays as PR. When Bernays defined PR as “the engineering of consent” in his 1947
paper that carries the exact same name, he was already well regarded as one of the founders
of the field of PR (Curtis, 2002; Bernays, 1947).
With the role of the Internet becoming ever more important over the last decade, the
already founded concept of PR was redefined and expanded into a new field of study in order
to make best practice of our modern day technologies: Online Public Relations (E-PR). Kirk
Hallahan, who is professor at Colorado State University in the department of Journalism and
Technical Communication and has a rich history of publications in the field of PR, defines EPR as “the application of Internet technologies by organizations to communicate and build
relationships with key publics: customers and consumers, employees, investors and donors,
community members, government, and the news media” (Hallahan, 2004). Chaffey indicates
furthermore that E-PR includes “maximizing favorable mentions of your company, brands,
products or websites on third-party websites such as social networks or blogs”. He also
mentions that E-PR also includes the responding of companies towards publications of their
content in a negative context (Chaffey, 2009).
A good example that clearly indicates this last component of E-PR, that being the
responses towards negative mentioning of brand content, involves the company Starbucks and
can be found on its Facebook-page (Starbucks, 2012). It starts with a complaint posted on the
20th of April 2012 by a Starbucks customer, Mr. Paul Wood, involving a problem with the
receipt of ‘free drink vouchers’ or better-said lack thereof:
“Really disappointed with Starbucks Customer Service today. As a regular user I had
not been getting my free drinks vouchers, when I called customer services they told me they
had sent 10 since Jan. I have not received one! Somebody has been getting them on route,
never mind said the assistant I will put some in the post to you. I changed the address to my
work to see if that helped and great a letter arrived with the vouchers! Sadly a miserable 4 –
what happened to the other 6 I have earned! Not what I call customer service or loyalty. It
beats me why the free drink can’t be added automatically to your Starbucks app – come on
Starbucks make it happen and treat loyal customer better. A disgruntled regular customer.”
After exactly thirteen responses to that post from other people as well as two from
Paul Wood himself, Starbucks handled the complaint by responding within twenty-four
hours:
“Greetings, All!
Thank you for your comments! I apologize that many of you have had negative experiences
with our My Starbucks Rewards Program that certainly is not our intent. Please know that we
do take your feedback to heart and are working to improve your Starbucks experiences.
For example, we just launched a pilot program in Pittsburgh, PA last week to test the
feasibility of issuing rewards digitally. Our hope is that this will prove to be a success and if
so, we will offer this option to all of our loyal My Starbucks Rewards participants in the US.
In the meantime, for those of you who haven't been receiving your Gold Cards or Rewards in
the mail, please give us a call at 1-800-782-7282, M-F 5:00 AM-8:00 PM PST. We're happy
to help.
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Warm regards,
Kirsten N.
P.S. We are unable to reply to responses to this post.”
By providing such a response to a post on Facebook, Starbucks makes the customers
feel that their complaint is received and is taken seriously. Furthermore, by indicating that
they check the feasibility of similar issues through a pilot program, they indicate that they are
doing their best to ensure optimal products and services.

	
  
3.3
	
  
	
  

Online Partnerships

Partnerships in business can be seen as advanced developmental stages of companies
interacting. It is a form of cooperation in which “trading partners work together for the longer
term and even pursue a joint competitive strategy in their industry” (Papazoglou & Ribbers,
2006).
Online partnerships can in definition be seen as mostly equal to the previous, but with
the primary addition of the ‘online’ component. Online partnerships involve “creating and
managing long-term arrangements to promote your online services on third-party websites or
through e-mail communications” (Chaffey, 2009).
Two important instances of the online partnership category are amongst others Link
building and Affiliate Marketing.
Link building is “a structured activity to include good quality hyperlinks to your site
from relevant sites with a good page rank” (Chaffey, 2009). Chaffey presents its main
principle through a quote taken from McGaffin and Binnie, in which they state the following:
“Create great content, link to great content and great content will link to you” (McGaffin &
Binnie, as cited in Chaffey, 2009). In other words, as long as you make sure that your website
consists of quality content as well as it contains links to various others well-respected
websites also containing quality content; you will ‘automatically’ be linked by other quality
websites without putting in extra effort. In turn, this constant increase of establishing quality
links between websites will increase a website’s SEO-ratings as discussed previously, which
will result in appearances at higher places on the search results of search engines. Since
research has shown that about 90 percent of the users hardly ever goes beyond the first three
pages of search engine results – approximately the top 30 listings – it is vital for companies to
conduct in proper link building (Sen, 2005; Sullivan, 2002).
Affiliate marketing can be seen as the most pure form of online partnerships since it
deals with a “Performance-based Pricing Model” (Hu, 2004). This means that affiliate
marketing can be explained as “a commission-based arrangement where the merchant only
pays when they make the sale or get a lead. Commission is usually based on a percentage of
product sale price or a fixed amount for each sale” (Chaffey, 2009). This inevitably means
that the merchant does not have to pay anything as long as there is no sale recorded. Yet, they
will receive a ways of free marketing in the form that their products or services are displayed
on the website of the other party in the partnership and consequently they will be viewed by
visitors of the website.
Amazon is one of the best examples in terms of affiliate marketing and therefore
online partnerships (Amazon, 2011). They propose for you to market any of their products on
your own website through different mechanisms such as widgets, direct product links,
banners, and even complete e-stores. In return, they’ll offer you a fixed advertising fee rate as
a percentage of the sales price for every sale that is redirected from your website. But as long
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as people will only look at the amazon offerings on your website, you will make no money
and amazon has free brand exposure/marketing (Amazon, 2011).

	
  

3.4
	
  
	
  

Interactive Advertising

The Journal of Advertising (Richards & Curran, 2002) proposes a modern-day
definition of advertising in the form of “The activity of attracting public attention to a product
or business, as by paid announcements in the print, broadcast, or electronic media” (as cited
in The American Heritage Dictionary, 2000). However, as indicated by Lombard and
Snyder-Duch (2001), the field of classic advertising has experienced a great boost in the late
20th century by the technological developments in the form of “new channels of mass
communication”.
This enrichment of the variety of mass communication channels has created “a
greater challenge for advertisers, and all media producers, to attract attention, especially
through attention, to their messages” (Lombard & Snyder-Duch, 2001). In order to tackle this
challenge, the field of advertising has come up with a new way of performing advertising.
This new ‘trend’ in advertising is described by Lombard and Snyder-Duch as “a new kind of
advertising experience, a customized and personalized one” (Fitzgerald, 1999). The Internet
alongside other interactive technologies would provide the ideal medium to generate ads that
were more targeted and personal, which caused the consumer to be more engaged. It would
be named Interactive Advertising (Lombard & Snyder-Duch, 2001).
Interactive advertising can be defined as the “use of online ads such as banners and
rich media ads to achieve brand awareness and encourage click-through to a target site”
(Chaffey, 2009). Moreover, Johnson provides some valuable additions to this definition that
really help to grasp what is meant by interactive advertising. He characterizes the purpose of
interactive advertising as follows:
“Consumers, in receiving marketing messages or doing e-business, will expect to be
treated as individuals, with their preferences catered to. Why would consumers or advertisers
put up with the ‘spam’ of a network TV commercial or magazine ad when they can interact
one-on-one?” (Johnson, 2000)
The focus of interactive advertising is clearly on a personalized feel it wants to create
with a consumer. Rich media advertisements that contain “a range of interactive digital media
including streaming video and audio” provide a great example of interactive advertising
(Rouse, 2005). Such ads can often be recognized quite easily since the ad changes in terms of
form, size, color and/or sound when the user’s mouse passes over it (Rouse, 2005).
Finally, Chaffey (2009) also identifies some other concepts with the same nature such
as ‘behavioral targeting’ and ‘contra-deals’ under the category of interactive marketing.
Behavioral targeting can be explained as the keeping track of online behavior of visitors on a
specific website in order to create a better synchronization website advertisements and the
visitors’ interests. Contra-deals, furthermore, involve “an association between two brands and
they are complementary but not competitive” (Chaffey, 2009). For example, an outdoor
clothing web-shop may offer its subscribers the possibility to register with an online
travelling agency specialized in adventurous travels.

	
  
3.5
	
  

Opt-in E-mail Marketing

While around $30 billion emails are sent throughout the world every day, it is
inevitable clear that this type of digital media channel, e-mail, provides a big opportunity for
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marketers. Next to the extended use and thereby broad scope of e-mail, e-mail marketing is
characterized as “inexpensive, flexible, intrusive, and simple to implement” (Fairhead, 2003;
Chaffey, 2009).
However, a big problem associated with e-mail marketing is Spam e-mail. In a strict
and brief manner Spam can be defined as “unsolicited e-mail, usually bulk mailed and
untargeted” (Chaffey, 2009). According to a study conducted by Fallows (2003), a non-profit
Internet Research Center, “70% of email users say spam has made being online unpleasant or
annoying”. This annoyance of people due to spam e-mails was captured particularly well in a
short introduction of an article published by ScienceDaily.com (2006):
“You open up your e-mail inbox and are inundated with spam that offers everything
from inkjet cartridges to “investment opportunities” that are obviously too good to be true.
You open up your mailbox at home to find more unsolicited ads, everything from pizza
coupons to credit card offers.” (ScienceDaily, 2006)
In order to attack this negative association with e-mail advertising, marketers have
come up with a solution called Opt-in e-mail marketing. Opt-in e-mail marketing, equivalent
to permission-based e-mail marketing can be defined as “promotional email that is requested
by consumers as part of an opt-in scheme, often by signing up at the company website”
(Martin as cited in Martin, van Durne, Raulas, & Merisavo, 2003; Tezinde, Smith, & Murphy,
2002). In other words, an individual has agreed to receive e-mail communications which
cancels out the fact that these communications would be seen as spam otherwise (Chaffey,
2009).
Chaffey (2009) presents us with several forms of Opt-in email marketing such as
placing ads in third-party e-newsletters and the use of an in-house list for customer activation
and retention. Whereas the first mentioned is quite easy to understand, the second one might
need some explanation. A in-house list is “a list of prospect and customer names, e-mail
adresses and profile information owned by an organisation” (Chaffey, 2009). The
organisation will send out emails containing special offers with a certain frequency to the
people that appear on the list. These people will appear on the list after they have indicated
their interest in a certain product, product group and/or service. This indication is perceived as
a permission to send them these advertising e-mails.

	
  

	
  

3.6
	
  

Viral Marketing

Although Word-of-mouth marketing (WOMM) has already been established in the
early 1970s, the emergence of Web 2.0 over the past decade has led to new implications of its
use (Silverman, 2011; Thackeray, Neiger, Hanson, & McKenzie, 2008). WOMM is defined
as “giving people a reason to talk about your products and services, and making it easier for
that conversation to take place” (WOMM Association as cited in Chaffey, 2009). With the
origination of Web 2.0, the second generation of Internet-based applications such as
YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, a new form of marketing was born: (Online) Viral
Marketing (Chaffey, 2009; Thackeray, Neiger, Hanson, & McKenzie, 2008).
With Viral marketing, “a marketing message is communicated from one person to
another, facilitated by different media, such as word of mouth, e-mail or websites, in
particular social network or blog sites” (Chaffey, 2009). Through Web 2.0 applications and
the network effect of the Internet, Viral Marketing “can be effective in reaching a large
number of people rapidly as a marketing message is rapidly transmitted in the same way as a
natural virus or computer virus” (Chaffey, 2009). It’s because of this large scope and
rapidness that viral marketing is sometimes also called ‘buzz marketing’. Marketing
campaigns that are ‘buzzing’, which for that matter equals ‘going viral’, have the
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characteristic of creating “explosive self-generating demand” (Dye, 2000). In other words,
people hear about a certain product or service through a friend and because of certain
elements of the marketing campaign for that product or service, they will continue to talk
about it from that moment on. This phenomenon repeats itself multiple times and therefore as
large audience is reached in a minimum timeframe through minimum effort.
Chaffey (2009) typifies two general forms of online viral marketing: pass-along-emails and discussions within social networks.
Pass-along-e-mails, or viral e-mails, are e-mails containing a positive marketing
message about a product or service that causes the initial recipients to forward the e-mail to
their friends (Haugtvedt, Machleit, & Yalch, 2005). Naturally, the focus with this e-mail
forwarding is on the general characteristics of Viral Marketing: wide reach, low cost, and
rapid distribution (Chaffey, 2009). This forwarding of e-mail has become a well-known
online activity. Research quoted by Allsop, Bassett and Hoskins (2007) and Chaffey (2009)
shows that “around 60% of web users frequently forward on by e-mail anything they think
may be of interest to friends, family or colleagues”.
Discussions within social networks are of great importance to marketers in a similar
fashion. This importance was also recognized by Allsop et al. (2007) who note that social
networks and their communications are of great value “in influencing perceptions about
brands, products, and suppliers (Allsop et al., as cited in Chaffey, 2009). Their research shows
that regardless of differences in gender and/or age, recommendations about products or
services over social networks are received with great significance.
A great example of Viral Marketing is found in what is called Ikea’s “Tidy Up”commercial. Back in 2003, “Ikea released this suprisingly scandalous ad to the Internet with
the intent of promoting their new line of storage products” (Grainger, 2009). The clip shows a
young kid, around three or four years of age, on his knees on a wooden bedroomfloor playing
with toys such as toy cars and PlayMobil®. The whole floor is covered in toys, when all of a
sudden the kid gets his hands on something not quite that child-like. He grabs hold of a
vibrator that was left about the bedroom. The clue of the clip is that parents should tidy up
more using Ikea products in order to avoid their kids finding products that are not intended for
them.
The viral part of this marketing add is represented in the association between a child
and a completely non-child-like attribute, a vibrator. The ad can be received as ‘scandalous’
but also with a good sense of humor. The combination of the two made that this
advertisement became a viral success. The URL at which the full advertsiement can be
watched is added to the reference list.
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Internet Marketing Techniques Risk Assessment
	
  

With the emergence of the Internet as a whole and thereby the six main forms of the
use of Internet as a marketing mechanism as just described, a new dilemma for companies
also originated: Which type of Internet marketing technique to select? Valuable criteria for
answering this question are the risks/disadvantages associated with each specific Internet
marketing technique.

4.1

Internet Marketing Techniques Risk Descriptions

In this part of the chapter, some of the prominent risks involved with each category of
Internet marketing tools will be identified. Following, a very brief context for each risk will
be given based off of literature research in order to create a better understanding of the risk.
Chaffey (2009) has a leading role in identifying the risks, however, the works of other authors
in this field will back up the findings where necessary.
4.1.1

	
  
	
  

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) Risk Descriptions

After identifying the two different types of SEM earlier, Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) and Pay-per-Click (PPC), we will describe the risks of SEM according to these types.
The fact that it takes significant amounts of time for results to be implemented
represents the first disadvantage of SEO (SEO Implementation Time). It may take several
months for results from SEO to be achieved, especially for new websites (Chaffey, 2009).
Sen confirms the existence of these long delays/waiting times by stating “to avoid [these]
long delays, sellers can pay search engines to ensure that their Website is reviewed within a
fixed time frame” (Sen, 2005).
The second disadvantage of SEO is its complexity and dynamic nature (SEO’s
Complexity). Adams presents this complexity by describing it along with one of its
consequences: “The complex nature of any operation that involves placing ads across so
many potential sites, while still keeping an eye on CTRs, means that many third-party
companies have appeared who offer nothing but these specific skills” (Adams, 2003).
Chaffey (2009) explains the complexity by indicating “search engines take hundreds
of factors into account, yet the relative weightings are not published, so there is not a direct
correlation between marketing action and results”. Furthermore, Sen (2005) also provides an
example of the complexity of SEO in that “each search engine has its own requirements,
which means that a Website optimized for one search engine is not necessarily optimized for
the others”.
Hanson (2000) acknowledges this complex and dynamic nature of SEO. He identifies
the complexity with the scope of marketing achieved through search engines. Although this
large scope of Internet Marketing is often seen as an advantage, Hanson identifies it as a risk
in some situations. He reasons that “during the early days of the Web, high-quality sites were
few and browsing common. The situation was like a small town, where eventually any store
gets a view because there isn’t much to see” (Hanson, 2000). He then continues his metaphor
by indicating that “the web has become a big city, and even the best site needs to get and keep
traffic if it wants to achieve its objectives” (Hanson, 2000). The increasing size of the World
Wide Web has brought about an increase in pressure for companies in “obtaining a desirable
spot high on the list of search engine hits” (Hanson, 2000). Due the complexity of SEM, this
increased pressure for top rankings is a disadvantage.
Strauss and Frost (2012) also agree with the complexity of SEO as explained by
Hanson. They indicate “it is difficult to make a simple Web doorway when there is such an
abundance of data and tens of thousands of Web pages”.
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The competitiveness and the expensive nature of PPC form a major risk in the SEMarea (PPC’s Competitiveness and expensive nature). Bidding wars amongst companies
over certain words or phrases are the direct result of PPC’s increasing popularity (Chaffey,
2009). This extreme competition in the field of SEM has made it “virtually impossible for
advertisers with limited budgets to maintain top rankings” (Boughton, 2005). The fact that
display ads, the ads involved with PPC), heave become the second largest spending category
of online marketers is “reflecting the intense competition for audience attention in an
environment where consumers are in charge” (Strauss & Frost, 2012).
Another risk involved with PPC is Click fraud (Click Fraud). Click fraud is “the
practice of deceptively clicking on search ads with the intention of either increasing thirdparty website revenues or exhausting an advertiser’s budget” (Wilbur & Zhu, 2009).

	
  
Hanson (2000) proposes another disadvantage of SEM in that “search engines fail to
index more valid Web pages than they cover” (Search Engine Indexing Failure). He
continues by claiming that none of the most popular search engines is able to index over 50
percent of the total Web Content. Whereas the risk itself as described above remains valid and
provides a constant struggle of search engines to deliver the upmost desired result to each
customer after each search entry, the claim based on the 50 percent seems implausible since
Hanson’s work in which this number was proposed comes from the year 2000. Gulli and
Signorini’s study (2005) accumulated the size of the indexable Web to be approximately 11.5
billion pages. In that very same year, 2005, Google claimed to have indexed a little over 8
billion pages which would come down to approximately 69.5 percent of all the pages being
indexed. Since we are currently at 2012, it is reasonable to expect this number to have risen
even more.
4.1.2

	
  
	
  

Online Public Relations (E-PR) Risk Descriptions

The differing nature of E-PR as compared to the just described SEM in “not being a
controlled discipline” is its main disadvantage (Chaffey, 2009). Put differently, E-PR is a
form of Internet marketing in which the returns for a company are not known when they
spend money on it (E-PR Unknown ROI). It therefore might be considered as a high-risk
investment for companies (Chaffey, 2009).
The next identified risk in this category involves content marketing. The on-going
change and movement of content, “information provided to an audience typically within a
specific context”, is regarded as highly important to engage potential customers
(FreeAdvice.com, 2012). However, this also creates a constant pressure for marketers in that
they “must now be agile and flexible for blog posting and responding to consumer-generated
media” (Content Management Obligation) (Strauss & Frost, 2012). Chaffey (2009) agrees
with this and states that E-PR has become difficult to control due to the large scope of the
Internet. He, furthermore, indicates that E-PR has created the “need for faster response”
(Chaffey, 2009) Adams (2003) confirms this obligation for content management. He first
proposes the increasing use of media-rich advertising on ‘content sites’. He then
acknowledges, “surfers have become accustomed to expecting ever more innovative and
media-rich advertising formats” (Adams, 2003). This expectation of surfers, Internet users
that is, has created the earlier described constant pressure for marketers to manage their
content correctly.
Another risk in the E-PR area would be that companies that conduct in blogging,
forums and social networks provide a medium for people to give negative feedback about
their products or services (Negative Feedback Medium). Because of the scope of social
networks, for example, this negative publicity is distributed to many potential customers. This
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remark is acknowledged by Hanson (2000). He indicates that the Web, used in relation to EPR, can serve as a repository and focal point for negative word of mouth that previously
would have dissipated” (Hanson, 2000).
Although Chaffey (2009) recognizes this possible risk, he promptly invalidates this
by recognizing that it is better to “control and be involved with a discussion about a brand on
the site rather than when it is less controlled on third-party sites”. We have seen such
involvement in the ‘Starbucks’-example provided earlier.
Strauss and Frost (2012) present another risk related to Online Public Relations in the
form of ‘user-generated advertising’. An example of user generated advertising, “providing
consumers video, audio, and images to use in constructing commercials”, involves General
Motors experiencing a negative backlash from conducting in it (Strauss & Frost, 2012).
Approximately 20 percent of the commercials constructed displayed references towards
Chevrolet, a car-manufacturer operating under General Motors, as using up the worlds oil and
having part in the increase in global warming. Although the constant need for company
involvement related to the management of consumer-generated media was described earlier in
this section as a content management risk, the fact that the General Motors videos “were
posted as ad parodies on YouTube and received lots of press” presents a risk in which
companies have no control (Strauss & Frost, 2012). Therefore, this is seen as a separate risk
(Negative Backlash User-Generated Advertising).
4.1.3

	
  
	
  

Online Partnerships Risk Descriptions

	
  

One of the risks involved with Affiliate Marketing as an important subcategory of
Online Partnerships is brand name exploitation by affiliates (Affiliate Brand Name
Exploitation). Since affiliates receive commission-based rewards it is key for them to get as
many visitors to their website as possible. Once they increase the amount of visitors, they are
likely to obtain an increased amount of redirections to the merchant’s website that will result
in more payments for the affiliate. In order generate these increased visits affiliates would
infringe on a brand’s name. They would buy slight variations on brand names, for example
‘Aple’, ‘Apple MP3’ or ‘Apple Media’, in order to gain presence in natural listings.
Customers seeking such variations would end up at the affiliates, which would then direct the
customers to intended merchant’s websites. If those shoppers made a purchase, merchants
were obligated to pay the affiliates — even if the customers had been hoping to head directly
to merchant’s website in the first place (Del Franco & Miller, 2003 ;Chaffey, 2009).
Another risk that is present in this category of Internet marketing is chances of
reduced sales as a result of link building (Reduced Sales through Link Building). The fact
that websites typically have link building agreements with others that offer similar products
or services can cause a decrease in your own sales. As Kent and Taylor indicate in their
Public Relations Review article: “designers of webpages should be careful about links that
can lead visitors astray” (Kent & Taylor, 1998).
Sponsorships being a specific form of online partnerships represent the integration of
editorial content and advertising. One party providing content including their brand name to
display on the site of another party supposedly creates beneficial results for both. One party
has achieved advertisement in the form of the display of their brand name, whereas the other
party uses the added content to create value for users. These mutually beneficial results often
occur when the name of the sponsor (one party) is mentioned clearly in combination with the
brand name of the host site. However, it is understood that “when advertising [from
sponsorship] is passed off as locally generated content, it can potentially lower user trust in
the Web site and hurt brand image” (Strauss & Frost, 2012). The risk relates to the
insufficient negotiation towards the display of advertisement/content involved with the
sponsorship (Insufficient Negotiation Sponsorship).
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4.1.4

	
  
	
  

Interactive Advertising Risk Descriptions

Relatively low click-through rates are the first and foremost risk in this category
(Low Click-through Rates). The fact that many people perceive Interactive advertising such
as pop-ups as intrusive and annoying forms the foundations for this disadvantage. Studies
show that “69% of those surveyed consider pop-up ads annoying and 23% said they would
not return to the site because of the ads” (McCoy, Galletta, Everard, & Polak, 2004). The
direct result of this irritation created by interactive advertising is called ‘banner blindness’;
the ignorance for anything on a website that looks like an ad (Chaffey, 2009; Nielsen, 2007).
Naturally, this phenomenon results in low click-through rates. Hanson (2000) agrees with the
identification of this risk. He starts by indicating that interactive advertisements, or ‘animated
banners’, have low click through rates often in the 1 to 2 percent range. He then continues by
stating “the low level of banner click-throughs is a problem for Web-supported sites”
(Hanson, 2000). The existence of this problem was also acknowledged by Adams as well as
Straus and Frost who present click-through rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 percent (Adams,
2003; Strauss & Frost, 2012).
Next, privacy concerns associated with behavioral targeting also form a significant
risk (Behavioral Targeting Privacy Issues). If a person buys a product or service that
requires privacy in his/her opinion, for example products or services related to religion or
eroticism, that person may be annoyed and offended if he or she receives an email offering
with related items or services (Behavioral Targeting Blog, 2012). Although research shows
that problems involving privacy rules and regulations regarding behavioral targeting are
recognized and discussed by higher governmental institutions, relatively recent case studies
show that these problems still exist indeed (Kuneva, 2009; Dwyer, 2009). Dwyer’s case study
about Levi’s shows that “the Levis web site loads a total of nine tracking tags that link to
eight third party companies, none of which are acknowledged in the Levis privacy policy”
(Dwyer, 2009).
Another disadvantage associated with banner advertisements is that their use “imposes
technical limitations on designers used to old media” (Technical Limitations Banners)
(Adams, 2003). These technical limitations can take several forms. Adams starts with
indicating that a “banner ad is rarely big enough to show a pair of eyes, let alone a model’s
face or a complete product shot”. The fact that banner dimensions have an agreed
conventional maximum makes it very difficult for marketing designers to create a good, direct
and clear banner. Another limitation deals with the size of a banner. Although banners can
easily increase in size through the use of large components such as digital images, the
limitations of the modems through which the banners have to be downloaded should also be
respected. Downloading a banner of 50MB through a modem that equals about 500KB per
second in download time will take hundred seconds. Chances are likely that users will have
scrolled down the page before the banner has become visible. This latter limitation of
bandwidth consideration is ratified as a “downside of video, animated, and highly interactive
display ads” in other literature (Strauss & Frost, 2012).
Whereas the risk of low click-through rates came into being because people perceived
Interactive advertisements such as pop-ups as intrusive, a related risk with a different cause
that is highly related to Brand Dilution should be identified as well. According to Adams
(2003), “companies are rapidly discovering that intrusive advertising—campaigns that aim to
fill every available space and click with a “sell” message—can do untold damage to a brand”
(Brand Dilution Interactive Ads). After recalling one of the definitions of Brand Dilution
being “the weakening of a brand through its overuse” (Pietersz, 2012), we must observe that
it shows striking similarities. The difference between the first described risk and the just
described risk in this section is the reason of the intrusive feeling that is created with a user.
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In the risk of low click-through rates this feeling is created often by a perceived loss of
control with the user since, for example, they have no say in when a pop-up appears (Azeem,
2012). However, in this latter described risk that identifies greatly with Brand Dilution, the
intrusive feeling is created by the overwhelming frequency of advertisement appearance. It
deals with an abundance of advertising.
4.1.5

Opt-in E-mail Marketing Risk Descriptions

	
  
	
  

Before continuing this section, it must be denoted that academic/scientific literature
concerning the disadvantages of Opt-in E-main Marketing in specific is relatively scarce.
Instead, non-scientific literature is used to make assumptions about disadvantages related to
Opt-in E-mail Marketing in specific. Furthermore, some disadvantages of E-mail Marketing
in general obtained from scientific literature are also presented since they are perceived as
equally valid for Opt-in E-mail Marketing.
The first disadvantage associated with the in-house marketing list involves the
successful finding and the long-term cost and control of such a list (In-house list’s control
and cost). First, “there is the difficulty in finding appropriate e-mail lists” (Strauss & Frost,
2012). Next, if a list exceeds a certain number of entries, prices for which third party
companies will control such a list will rise significantly as well. Besides, although your
organization might have a third party company hired to handle your in-house list, they are
legally not responsible if anything might happen to the list (The Recognized Expert: Email
Marketing for Professionals, 2009).
Other disadvantages related to E-mail Marketing in general are, for instance, the
“difficulty of getting messages delivered through different Internet Service Provider’s SPAM
filters (Message Delivery Difficulty) (Chaffey, 2009; Strauss & Frost, 2012). Since there are
a variety of providers, firewalls and systems used, each could have different ways of
operating. Following this exact same reasoning, “difficulty of displaying the creative as
intended within the in-box of different e-mail reading systems” is also considered a risk
(Creative Ad Limitation) (Chaffey, 2009). Adams (2003) confirms this risk by stating,
“most Web-based email services such as Hotmail do not support anything other than simple
text emails. This can reduce the impact of such a [marketing] campaign”.
Another disadvantage of E-mail marketing is the fact that “bulky mailouts could
cause the recipient storage and account problems” (Resource Restrictions) (Adams, 2003).
Following the reasoning as described at the previous section, the actual size of marketing ads
delivered through e-mail can fill up inboxes of recipients very quickly. Chaffey (2009) also
proposes this risk as e-mail being “resource intensive”.
Another risk of E-mail marketing in general, as presented earlier in Chapter 3, is the
chance for highly annoyed potential customers due to SPAM (E-mail perceived as SPAM).
Put differently, “the biggest challenge of using e-mail is treading the fine line between
information provision and unwanted intrusion” (Hanson, 2000). The message delivery
difficulty risk that was identified earlier in this section differs from this risk in that the SPAM
filters of Internet Service Providers don’t allow the e-mail to reach the inbox of the recipient.
This current risk, however, involves the e-mail reaching the recipient perfectly fine, but the
recipient perceives the e-mail as SPAM. It is stated that recipients are far more upset about email that did come through the SPAM filter while they perceive it as such, then they are about
unsolicited postal mail (Strauss & Frost, 2012). Chaffey (2009) elaborates on the difficulty of
succeeding in the treading of that line by indicating, “recipients will have different
preferences for e-mail offers, content and frequency which affect engagement and response”.
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4.1.6

Viral Marketing Risk Descriptions

Viral Marketing is considered an extremely high-risk marketing technique (Viral
High Risk Factor). The fact that Viral Marketing is considered as such has to do with three
key characteristics.
First, Viral Marketing often “requires significant initial investment in the viral agent
and seeding” (Chaffey, 2009).
Second, after have conducted a great variety of attempts to create a viral
advertisement, “predicting which of these attempts will succeed and which not is extremely
hard, if not impossible—even for experienced practitioners”. Moreover, the implementation
of Viral Marketing advertisements “is greatly complicated due to its low success rate—a
problem that is exacerbated by the constraints imposed by commercial, political, or social
agendas inherent to marketing campaigns” (Watts, Peretti, & Frumin, 2007). This insecure
nature of Viral Marketing is endorsed by Strauss and Frost in that they describe that few
campaigns achieve the status of viral and that it is unpredictable which campaigns will
become viral (Strauss & Frost, 2012).
Finally, even if an attempt to create a viral ad seems to succeed through being shared
rapidly, “it still might not propagate the desired message of the advertiser” (Watts et al.,
2007). Adams (2003) also identifies this last risk by acknowledging “if it, [a viral campaign],
portrays the wrong message and gets out of control it is very difficult to stop”.
While Strauss and Frost (2012) agree with the previous presented risks related to
Viral Marketing, they also identify another one. While they state, “much can be learned by
studying the successes”, of previous viral campaigns that is, they also notify companies to
“beware because cultural tastes change quickly” (Strauss & Frost, 2012). In other words,
companies cannot rely on previous success stories in the history of viral marketing (Rapid
Cultural Changes for Virals).

4.2

Comparative Risk Analysis

This section will consist of a basic comparative risk analysis that will identify the
most common risks of Internet Marketing. All the risks acknowledged in the first part of this
chapter that are identifiable by their short name provided in bold font in each paragraph are
presented vertically in the most left column of a table. At the top row of this table the authors
that were most used to identify the risks are listed horizontally (Chaffey, 2009; Hanson, 2000;
Adams, 2003; Strauss & Frost, 2012). Then, each risk’s frequency of appearance across the
works of these authors is identified. The risks that are presented in either three out of four or
four out of four literature works are characterized as ‘common’.
The table representing the comparative risk analysis can be found on the following
page.
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Risks↓

│ Authors→

(Chaffey 2009)

SEO Implementation Time

x

SEO’s Complexity

x

PPC’s Competitiveness and
Expensive Nature

x

(Hanson 2000)

x

(Adams 2003)

Strauss & Frost
(2012)

x

x
x

Search Engine Indexing Failure

x

Technical Limitations Banners
Click Fraud

x

Resource Restrictions

x

E-PR Unknown ROI

x

Content Management
Obligation

x

x

x

x

x

x

Brand Dilution Interactive Ads
Negative Feedback Medium

x

Affiliate Brand Name
Exploitation
Negative Backlash UserGenerated Advertising

x

Reduced Sales through Link
Building
Insufficient Negotiation
Sponsorship

x

Low Click-through Rates

x

Behavioral Targeting Privacy
Issues

x

Message Delivery Difficulty

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

Rapid Cultural Changes for
Virals
Creative Ad Limitation

x

x

Viral High Risk Factor

x

x

In-house list’s control and cost

x

E-mail perceived as SPAM

x

x
x

x

x

Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Risks’ Frequency of Appearance across Literature.
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4.3

Conclusion

Based off of our comparative analysis, we can understand that in total five risks can
be characterized as ‘common’. These five risks that appear in either three or four times
throughout the four most used pieces of literature for this analysis are:
-

SEO’s Complexity
All four literary resources used for the analysis confirm the complexity of Search Engine
Optimization. Yet, this complexity is explained through several perspectives provided by the
different authors. Adams (2003) identifies the complexity by observing that several third-party
companies arose to perform the specific skill of SEO. Chaffey (2009) confirms it by indicating
there is no information made public concerning the weight put on the hundreds of factors that
should be taken into account in SEO which means no clear correlation can be determined
between the SEO Marketing actions and their results. Hanson (2000) typifies the increasing size
of the
Internet, leading to increased competition for high listings in search results, as the main
reason for the complexity of SEO. He reasons that as more Web sites originate, more
factors should be taken into account in their judging to create a valuable and fair listing of search
results. Strauss and Frost (2012) confirm this complexity due to the abundance of Web sites.

-

Content Management Obligation
Three out of four literary resources acknowledge the increasing pressure for companies to
manage their content. The growing expectation of customers for changing and moving content
has created an obligation for companies. It has become vital for them to be agile and flexible in
creating new and responding to content, as it will engage potential customers.

-

Low Click-through Rates
All four authors identify Click-through rates declining tremendously over the years. The
intrusive feeling created often by a perceived feeling of loss of control has made users
develop a phenomenon called ‘banner blindness’; the ignoring of all advertisement-like
looking elements of a website. All authors confirm that this has lead to extremely low clickthrough rates varying from 0.1 to 2.0 percent.

-

Viral High Risk Factor
Three out of four authors observe the uncertain and unpredictable nature of Viral Marketing. The
high initial investment, difficulty of selecting and implementing a successful viral and the
uncertainty surrounding the recipients perception of the intended message make Viral
Marketing extremely difficult and very risky.

-

E-mail perceived as SPAM
After overcoming the risk of marketing e-mails being intercepted by SPAM filters, the risk of
recipients becoming annoyed because of their individual preferences not being respected
arises. The difficulty of individualizing e-mail marketing in terms of offers, content and frequency
is acknowledged by three out of four authors.

Whereas we have just denoted five ‘common’ risks of Internet Marketing, we must
also observe that the concept of Brand Dilution cannot be ranked as such. In fact, the term
‘Brand Dilution’ is not mentioned explicitly once throughout the four works of literature used
in the comparative analysis. Adams (2003) is the only author who describes a risk of Internet
marketing that shows striking resemblance to one of the definitions of Brand Dilution. He
outlines that aggressive and intrusive advertising conducted by companies, that is creating an
abundance of advertisements by filling up every left open spot on a website with a banner for
example, results in significantly negative effects for that company. The description of this risk
identifies greatly with Brand Dilution explained as “the weakening of a brand through its
overuse” (Pietersz, 2012).
However, fact is that although Adams’ described risk (2003) can be adopted as an
appearance of Brand Dilution, it still would be the only appearance across our comparative
analysis. This results in Brand Dilution not being classified as a ‘common’ risk of Internet
Marketing.
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5

Expert Interview Koen Jordaans

An interview can be defined as “a controlled interaction, which uses verbal exchange
as the main method of asking questions” (Keats, 2000). While several types of interviews
exist (telephone, counseling, clinical, and research interviews for example), the choice to use
a particular one should be well considered since all have their own advantages and
disadvantages.
For this thesis, we use a qualitative in-person interview with an expert in our field of
Internet Marketing. Qualitative interviews aim “to investigate the subjective interpretations of
social phenomena” (ESDS Qualidata, 2011). In her book ‘How to Conduct In-Person
Interviews for Surveys’, Oishi (2003) denotes that qualitative studies, such as this thesis,
“usually have research questions that require description of how phenomena are experienced
rather than measurement of aspects of experience” which is the case for quantitative methods
such as questionnaires.. Therefore, a qualitative approach is preferred.
Next, the qualitative approach chosen can be further specified as an in-person
interview. Surveyors often choose this type of interview when they need to ask complex and
specific questions. The fact that it is conducted in-person makes it easier to explain or discuss
any difficulties in understanding the questions or their topics. Also, the physical presence of
an interviewer is likely to enhance the responses of the interviewee (Oishi, 2003). The topic
of this thesis and consequently this interview, the recognition of Brand Dilution as a main risk
of Internet marketing techniques, can be observed as both complex and specific. It is complex
in that Brand Dilution itself is a highly abstract phenomenon; it is hardly measurable.
Moreover, Brand Dilution is possibly only one of many risks involved with Internet
marketing techniques, which makes it highly specific. Therefore, an in-person interview is
most suited for this thesis.

5.1

Purpose of the Interview

The interview conducted for this thesis serves two main purposes; one of validation
and one of exploration. As Keats (2000) states, research interviews provide “an opportunity to
explore the reasons behind the person’s answers and to verify the reliability of those answers
with further questioning”.
The first purpose, that of validation, revolves around comparing the conclusion drawn
upon findings in our Literature Research towards the question whether Brand Dilution is
regarded as a main risk of IMT’s with that of the expert. If they show similarities, the
comparison functions as a validator to increases the reliability of the drawn conclusion. If
they show differences, however, the initial conclusion will be abated. In that case, possible
reasons for the occurrence of those differences will be discussed.
The second purpose, exploration, focuses on obtaining information related to the
reasons behind the expert’s opinion, regardless of the actual opinion. Creating those insights
about the underlying patterns of reasoning will provide a better understanding of the concepts
of Brand Dilution and Internet marketing techniques as a whole as well as directions for
related future research.

5.2

About the Expert

Koen Jordaans is a marketer and entrepreneur in his mid-thirties who is mostly
operating in the Eindhoven-area in the south of the Netherlands. He was first exposed to the
field of Marketing when he started his professional career in the late 1990’s being involved
with business-to-business international sales at Unilever. After that experience he decided to
make marketing his area of expertise and pursue a career in it. That career began in 2000
when he became the owner and marketing director of V.O.F. Jordaans, a family-owned
catering industry company operating three establishments in the city centre of Oss, in the
Netherlands. While having worked there for over a decade, he has helped building the V.O.F.
Jordaans from scratch to a public, stable and mid-size company with nearly two hundred
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employees. In 2008 he became the owner and communication consultant of ‘Invorm
Communicatie’. Invorm is a young and dynamic company focusing on online marketing as
well as offline advertising and communication. It helps companies find and utilize their online
and offline marketing potential. Finally, in 2010 he started ‘SocialMediaDienst’, an agency
revolving around Social Media consultancy, implementation, training and tools.
With his widespread experience in the field of marketing and communication as well
as his HBO-degree ‘Reclame & Public Relations’ from Linnartz educational facility, Koen
Jordaans is considered an expert in online marketing (Jordaans, 2012).

5.3

Interview Design

From the three types of qualitative interviews that can be identified (structured, semistructured and in-depth), the semi-structured approach was used. This type of interview is
conducted “on the basis of a loose structure that consisting of open ended questions that
define the area to be explored, at least initially, and from which the interviewer or interviewee
may diverge in order to pursue an idea in more detail” (Britten, 1995).
For the further design of the interview several points identified by Oishi (2003) as
well as Keats (2000) were taken into account. At first, question content was determined
alongside the method describe by Oishi. It starts with determining interview objectives,
followed by finding components/topics for each objective and then finishes by framing actual
questions. This process is visually represented in the following figure:

Validate	
  
Conclusion	
  &	
  
• Objectives	
  
Explore	
  reasons	
  

IMT's	
  Risks	
  &	
  
Recognition	
  of	
  
Brand	
  Dilution	
  

• Topics	
  

What	
  are	
  disadvantages	
  of	
  
Internet	
  Marketing?	
  Do	
  you	
  
expect	
  marketers	
  to	
  be	
  
familiar	
  with	
  the	
  concept	
  of	
  
Brand	
  Dilution	
  and	
  why	
  so	
  
or	
  why	
  not?	
  

• Questions	
  

Figure 5. Schematic of Koen Jordaans’ Interview Design
Naturally, several more questions were formulated. An overview of the used
interview guide with all the questions included can be found under Appendix B.
In constructing the interview guide, which is a pre-created guideline to follow when
conducting the interview, several tips and recommendations by Keats (2000) were taken into
account. Although these recommendations implemented can be found in Appendix B, a brief
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overview of the sections of the interview (opening, main body and closing) and the points
taken into account is presented below:
-

-

-

5.4

The opening started off with the acquintance in which factual background
data of the respondent was obtained such as profession and education. The
acquintance was followed by establishing credentials such as the
interviewer’s name, role and institution. Next supervisor contact information
was provided in order for the respondent to verify the interviewers
credentials. Then further explanantion concerning the research aspect of this
thesis was provided. However, the term “Brand Dilution” was avoided. Since
one of the questions for the respondent is to identify risks associated with
Internet Marketing in order to compare that answer to the conclusion drawn
from Literature Research conducted earlier, mentioning a term such as Brand
Dilution could influence the answer given by the respondent. Following, the
purpose and expected length of the interview were presented. This opening
section was finished by asking permission to tape the interview and use it for
the thesis.
The main body consisted of the questions representing the topics as defined
earlier. In questioning attention was paid to the wording used, the order of the
questions and any “nonverbal cues that may indicate confusion or hesitation
on the part of the respondent” (Oishi, 2003). Wording was kept as neutral and
comprehensible as possible. Questions with a more general nature (for
example, What are some advantages/disadvantages of Internet Marketing
over Classic Marketing?) were asked first. More specific questions, that is
questions related to Brand Dilution, were asked in the second part of the
interview. Whenever signs of confusion or hesitation were noticed, further
explanation of questions was provided in order to take away the confusion.
After all the intended questions were completed, the respondent was asked if
he wanted to provide any additional comments.
The closing of the interview started with thanking the respondent for his time
and effort that he had provided. Next, an offer to playback the responses that
were taped was made. Finally, a request to contact the respondent later that
week to discuss any urgent matters that might have come up at that time was
placed.

Interview Analysis

In this section of the chapter, the conducted interview will be fathomed and analyzed.
As Oishi (2003) recognizes, “the purpose of qualitative interviewing is to describe and
interpret experience, not to test hypotheses, find statistical differences between groups, or
describe what proportion of a population holds a certain belief”. The objective of this section
is to display the feelings of the expert, Koen Jordaans, towards Internet Marketing, the risks
of Internet marketing techniques, and the role and recognition of Brand Dilution in Internet
Marketing. The full transcript of the interview is added to this thesis in Appendix C. The
transcript is written in Dutch since that was the official language in which the interview was
conducted. However, important phrases of the transcript that contribute to the analysis will be
translated into English and presented in the succeeding part of this section.
Starting with the first part of the interview, the part related to the advantages and
disadvantages of Internet Marketing, several things stood out. The first thing noticeable,
naturally with the topic of this thesis in mind, is that Brand Dilution was not mentioned after
the expert was asked for the disadvantages of Internet Marketing. The fact that he initially
only stated one disadvantage, “privacy issues”, and after immediate elaboration from the
interviewer stated only one more, “costs when Internet Marketing is not executed properly”,
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is interesting to say the least. Without a doubt one can reason that it might not be easy to
come up with a list of six or seven disadvantages of Internet Marketing out of the blue,
however Keats’ theory of “the self-serving bias of distortion” (2000) provides an alternative
explanation. It is explained as a bias that “seeks to portray the speaker in a favorable light”.
Because Koen Jordaans’ profession revolves completely around Internet Marketing,
providing a great variety of disadvantages related to that profession could put him in an
unfavorable light.
The second explicit thing that stood out was the expert saying that the advantages of
Internet Marketing are more taken into account than the disadvantages. On the question
whether advantages and disadvantages are seen as equally important, he answered: “the
advantages are mostly inspected”. This statement points in the direction of Brand Dilution not
being considered as seriously as advantages of Internet Marketing.
Another interesting statement coming from the first part of the interview could be
perceived as a value judgment between the different Internet marketing techniques. Jordaans
denoted that “content is the magic word and it’s only getting more important, it is far more
important nowadays what others say about your brand than what you say about it yourself”.
This implies that Internet Marketing techniques such as E-PR and Viral Marketing are
preferred over other types. In E-PR as well as Viral Marketing, people have an unrestricted
medium to freely speak and share experiences with a brand or their marketing. For example, a
friend can send you a link with a commercial over email, saying that the video is incredibly
funny and that you must see it. Since the message is coming from your friend, you are
supposedly more engaged and inclined to actually watch that video, which contributes to the
viral effect of the commercial. Taking this observation to a broader perspective, one could
argue that the fact that it is more important what others say about your brand than what you
say yourself has clear implications with the third characteristic of Brand Dilution that was
defined. This characteristic, Brand Protection, dealt with the exposure of a brand to external
parties in that they could create negative associations with the brand. The fact that only
particular IMT’s, such as the proposed E-PR and Viral Marketing, create significant freedom
for external parties to abuse a brand combined with the fact that the value of the information
coming from those external parties is more valuable than the information provided by the
brand itself, as denoted by Jordaans, suggests that Brand Dilution might be more likely to
take place in combination with these particular IMT’s.
The second part of the interview focused in depth on the role of Brand Dilution in the
field of Internet Marketing. The responses of the expert during this part were very clear and
brief. Since Brand Dilution was on purpose not mentioned until this moment, the time had
come to ask the expert if he was familiar with the concept. Jordaans responded positively and
could even provide a recent example from his own work experience related to Brand Dilution.
The fact that he could, without any physical signs of confusion or hesitation, indicate a recent
example suggests that BD could be quite a common concept in Internet Marketing. However,
the following question was provided with an answer pointing in the opposite direction.
To the question whether marketers would generally consider Brand Dilution in their
marketing decisions, Jordaans answered: “I think so, yes, but probably too little though”.
After using the immediate elaboration technique as explained by Keats (2000), a more
vigorous statement towards one direction or the other was hoped for. Jordaans elucidated that
he didn’t recall experiencing anyone in his field talking about Brand Dilution considered as a
disadvantage. Following the possible explanations for respondent behavior presented by
Keats, this could be a form of inaccuracy in recall where the respondent “is not uncooperative
but has difficulty in remembering clearly” (Keats, 2000). However, the expert directly
invalidated this explanation by taking a moment of pondering to then comment, “No, no, no I
haven’t come across that”, related to people in his field talking about BD as a disadvantage.
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The final remark taken from the interview with Koen Jordaans focuses on the
difference in dealing with Internet marketing techniques and their risks between big
companies and small and midsize companies. Throughout the interview, Jordaans indicated
several times that big companies put more effort in selecting an IMT. He stated that he “had
experienced that in practice at, for example, Quantum, BeterBed and SweetDeal as well.
Before making a choice for an IMT like Facebook or Twitter, they want to be sure about the
advantages and disadvantages. They gather knowledge before starting something”.
Concerning small and midsize companies, Jordaans had indicated earlier in the interview that
he believed that probably eight out of ten small and midsize companies would choose a IMT
because it is a trend at that moment, without looking at benefits and drawbacks.
This final remark suggest that Brand Dilution is only commonly recognized as a risk
of IMT’s by large companies instead of small and midsize companies.

5.5

Interview Conclusion

Based on the information obtained from the interview, we conclude that Brand
Dilution is not considered as a common risk in the selection process to adopt an Internet
marketing technique. Several indicators were presented throughout the interview to come to
this conclusion.
First, Jordaans did not mention Brand Dilution explicitly after being asked for the
disadvantages of Internet marketing.
Second, although Jordaans indicated that he was familiar with the concept and that
other marketers would be familiar with it and consider it as well, he stated that the
consideration happened “probably too little though”. This can be explained as Brand Dilution
being recognized as a risk of Internet marketing but not being recognized as a common risk.
Third, the following statement in the interview, in which the expert made clear that he
didn’t recall any experiences involving colleagues/clients discussing and considering BD as a
risk, supports the latter explanation that Brand Dilution is not recognized as a common risk of
Internet Marketing.
Although we are aware of the possible limitations of the information presented in this
interview, as suggested in the previous section using Keats’ theories (2000), the fact that the
respondent showed no physically observable signs of discomfort, confusion and hesitation
makes us value the indicators described above more than these possible limitations.
Therefore, based off of the interview Brand Dilution is not a common risk related to
Internet marketing.
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6

Conclusions, Limitations and Recommendations

6.1

Conclusions regarding Research Questions and Problem Statement

	
  

For this thesis, a research framework was created to be able to investigate the
recognition of Brand Dilution as one of the common risks of Internet marketing. The
literature research conducted in this thesis has provided an increased understanding of Brand
Dilution as a concept, identified the main categories of current Internet marketing techniques
as well created an overview of the risks associated with them. The combination of these
findings has led to an initial conclusion towards the recognition of Brand Dilution as a
common risk of IMT’s. Hence, all intended objectives of this research have been attained.
In order to answer the Problem Statement, Is Brand Dilution considered as a common
risk/disadvantage of current Internet marketing techniques?, four preliminary research
questions were defined. The questions as well as their answers, representing the theoretical
part of this thesis, are presented below:
1)

How can ‘Brand Dilution’ be defined and what are its implications within
the scope of this thesis?

Brand Dilution can be defined as “the lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify
and distinguish goods or services” (Federal Trademark Dilution Act, 1995). Both its main
types, Tarnishment and Blurring, represent the implications of Brand Dilution for this thesis.
Put differently, this thesis focused on investigating the consideration of Brand Dilution, in
any of its two main forms, as part of the selection process of an Internet marketing technique.
Tarnishment is defined as “lowered evaluation of a senior brand due to a junior brand”
(Pullig, Simmons, & Netemeyer, 2006). Blurring can be explained as “the lessening of the
uniqueness of the brand in the minds of consumers” (Simonson, 1993).
2)

What are common characteristics associated with Brand Dilution?

Three common characteristics of Brand Dilution have been identified:
-

-

-

3)

Financial Losses
Analysis of the definitions of both Tarnishment and Blurring suggested that
Brand Dilution nearly always involves the occurrence of direct or indirect
financial losses.
Scope of Marketing
Especially in cases of Brand Dilution related to prestige brands or goods (for
example premium brands from the fashion industry) the scope of the
marketing technique used can play a significant role.
Brand Protection
A majority of the cases of Brand Dilution in the form of Tarnishment or
Blurring involves third parties. Therefore the focus on brand protection or
lack thereof forms a characteristic of BD.
What types of Internet marketing can be identified?

Following the way of thinking presented by Chaffey (2009), the six main types of Internet
marketing techniques categorized are:
-

	
  

Search engine marketing (1)
Online Partnerships (3)
Opt-in e-mail marketing (5)

-
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Online Public Relations (2)
Interactive Advertising (4)
Viral Marketing (6)

	
  

	
  
4)

What are the most common risks associated with the current types of
Internet marketing?

The conducted comparative analysis led to the identification of the following five common
risks:
SEO Complexity
The difficulty of successfully conducting SEO due to its complexity in various ways

-

Content Management Obligation
The continued pressure to spend money and effort on the management of content

-

Low Click-through Rates
The ever declining click-through rates causing irritation and banner blindness

-

Viral High Risk Factor
The high initial investment in combination with a great deal of uncertainty of success

-

E-mail perceived as SPAM
The difficulty of applying appropriate personalization in e-mail marketing

On the basis of the answers to the preliminary research questions, the initial
conclusion towards the Problem Statement was formulated in that Brand Dilution is not
considered a common risk/disadvantage associated with current IMT’s.
The conclusion towards the Problem Statement presented in Chapter 5, based on the
analysis of the conducted interview with Internet marketing expert Koen Jordaans, also
comprised Brand Dilution not being considered a common risk related to Internet Marketing.
When comparing the two conclusions it is observed that they are similar; the
conclusion obtained from the interview analysis confirms the initial conclusion obtained
through literature research. This results in the interview’s conclusion increasing the validity
of the initial conclusion drawn from literature analysis. Ultimately, the Problem Statement as
well as its final answer can be presented:
PS)

Is Brand Dilution considered as a common risk/disadvantage of current
Internet marketing techniques?

No, Brand Dilution is not considered as a common risk/disadvantage of current Internet
marketing techniques.

6.2

Limitations of this thesis

In order to truthfully assess the validity and credibility of the content presented in this
thesis, its limitations should be critically examined.
The first limitation arises from the fact that this thesis consists of both qualitative
literature research and qualitative interview research. The fact that both main parts of this
thesis use a qualitative approach doesn’t allow the findings to be measured using statistical
models as would be the case with a quantitative approach (Oishi, 2003). This causes the
drawn conclusions to always be influenced by interpretation and other cognitive insights,
which makes them more likely to be biased. In addition, insights obtained using qualitative
approaches are therefore not as easy verifiable as would be the case with quantitative
approaches that use computational calculations.
Second, the restricted number of four literary works used in the comparative analysis
and one expert interview presents another limitation towards the validity of the obtained
conclusion. The fact that only literary works that describe a variety of risks applicable to
several categories of Internet marketing techniques were suitable for use in the analysis made
obtaining proper literary resources extremely problematic. Nevertheless, the fact that an
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increased number of works and interviews used could have made the conclusion significantly
more substantial must be acceded.
Whereas throughout the thesis the results obtained are mostly presented as
conclusions that are proven to be true, these conclusions might be better presented with a
bigger sense of realism and caution. Considering the limited number of literary works used in
the comparative analysis as well as expert interviews conducted, there is awareness towards
the fact that the results obtained might merely provide indications towards possible
hypotheses for future research rather than actual conclusions. This would be in line with Oishi
(2003) who acknowledges, “the purpose of a qualitative interview may be to help generate
hypotheses and ideas about a certain problem”.
With regards to the interview, two significant limitations should be taken into
account. The first deals with the influence of conceptual difficulty described by Keats. This
interpretation problem arises with topics that are quite difficult. Keats describes that these
topics require “a complex response which is difficult to think through”. The fact that Brand
Dilution is a very abstract and intangible concept that has an inability to be evidently
measured by a scale makes it indeed quite difficult. If the interview was subject to conceptual
difficulty, the information obtained from the interview has also been subject and will be
therefore less valid.
The second limitation deals with the competences of the interviewer. While being a
novice interviewer, it is impossible to fully possess all the necessary skills to conduct a very
well executed interview. To interview effectively according to Keats (2000), “is not just a gift
but a skill that needs to be developed”. However, the incompleteness of the interviewers
interpretative skills can affect the meaning derived from the replies of the respondent, which
in turn lowers the validity of the drawn conclusions.

6.3
	
  
	
  

Recommendations for future research

Recommendations made for future research related to this thesis should obviously
encompass the minimization of the limitations experienced within this research.
The addition of an extensive quantitative section to future research is suggested.
Conducting questionnaires that have pre-designed scales for answering will provide
significant amounts of data that can be statistically analyzed. The conclusions obtained from
the statistically analyzed data will more straightforward and easier verifiable in comparison to
qualitatively analyzed data. Many authors suggest that a combination of different data
collection approaches used, both qualitative and quantitative, can be very effective (Keats,
2000; Oishi, 2003). The addition of a quantitative method will increase the validity of future
research without a doubt.
Next, the quantity of resources used for the analysis should be as large as possible.
The more resources that are used for an analysis, the more substantial the conclusion will be
drawn from that analysis. Increasing the number of resources used will provide conclusions
that are a more honest reflection of reality; this will increase the overall validity of the
research.
Following Oishi’s (2003) previously mentioned statement that qualitative interviews
may generate ideas about a certain problem, we will obtain two recommendations for future
research from our expert interview with Koen Jordaans.
The first recommendation that the interview provided us with deals with the ability of
certain IMT’s to provide an interactive way of communicating for their customers. Jordaans
indicated that nowadays it is more important what others say about your brand than what you
say about it yourself. This suggests that IMT’s on which customers can actually interact, for
example E-PR in the form of Facebook-messages or Viral Marketing in the form the text
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added to the forwarding message containing the intended Viral, are more valuable than others
these days. This proposed suggestion could be a very interesting basis for future research.
The second recommendation coming from Jordaans involves the statement that
people active in the field of Internet Marketing are generally more focused on the advantages
of the IMT’s rather than on the disadvantages. It would be interesting to develop a research
that investigates the implications of this statement. For example, one could think of
researching whether this statement remains valid across different types of products and
services.
Finally, another recommendation for future related research would be to develop a
quantitative method that succeeds in measuring the presence of Brand Dilution amongst
people alongside a scale that is useful and realistic. The fact that “there is neither a clear
standard for legal proof of dilution nor widely accepted measures for managerial use” was
presented earlier in this thesis (Pullig, Simmons, & Netemeyer, 2006). In other words, the
identification of the phenomenon Brand Dilution is currently very difficult and creating a
realistic way of measuring it will contribute significantly to the field of Internet Marketing.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Internet Marketing Statistics
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Figure 2: US Online Ad Spending 2011-2016, eMarketer.com.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Figure 3: US Print vs. Online Ad Spending 2011-2016, eMarketer.com.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Figure 4: US TV vs. Online Ad Spending 2011-2016, eMarketer.com.
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Appendix B: Interview Guideline
	
  
Interview Guide Page 1, Overview of the Interview Sections:
Introduction
Acquaintance
Interviewer Information; Name, Age, Occupation
Tom Janssen, 23 years-of-age, Full-time student, enrolled in IBIM.
Institution Information; University Name, Faculty Name.
Tilburg University, Faculty of Economics and Management.
Supervisor Information; Supervisor Name, E-mail Address for verifying credentials or any other questions.
Prof. Dr. W.J.A.M. van den Heuvel, w.j.a.m.vdnheuvel@tilburguniversity.edu.
Research Explanation; General information about the Research, avoid the term Brand Dilution
Research focus is on the implications and recognition of the disadvantages associated
with Internet Marketing Tools that came into being with the growth of Web 2.0.
Interview Explanation; Purpose of the Interview & Expected Length
The purpose of this interview is to validate an earlier drawn conclusion based upon
literature research. The interview is expected to last about 20-30 minutes.
Permission to record the Interview
Kindly request permission to record the interview in order to submit it along with the
thesis. Explain that it functions as sort of ‘evidence’ that the interview was indeed
conducted.
Main Body
TOPIC 1: Internet Marketing Techniques
What are the advantages of Internet Marketing Methods over ‘Regular’ Marketing
Methods?
What are the main disadvantages of Internet Marketing Methods?
In selecting an Internet Marketing Method, are advantages considered equally important
to the disadvantages? In other words, do marketers pay just as much attention to the
disadvantages of Internet Marketing Methods as they do to their advantages?
If the answer to the previous question is negative, elaborate on possible reasons for the
difference in importance.
Do you believe that companies follow a certain protocol to support decision making
related to Internet Marketing Methods?
TOPIC 2: Brand Dilution
Are you familiar with the concept of Brand Dilution?
If previous answer was negative or doubtful; explain/define Brand Dilution with
examples.
Do you expect that a majority of the marketers are familiar with the term Brand Dilution?
Do you consider Brand Dilution as a possible risk/disadvantage of Internet Marketing
Tools?
Do you expect a majority of the marketers to consider Brand Dilution as such a
disadvantage?
What would possible reasons be for not considering Brand Dilution as such?
In what ways could Brand Dilution be prevented from coming into being?
“Any additional comments you would like to add or any questions you would like to ask?”
Closing
-

	
  

Sincerely thank the respondent for the effort and time contributed to helping with this
interview.
Ask respondent if it would be ok to contact him/her if anything urgent might come up in
the remainder of this week.
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Interview Guide Page 2, Definitions and Examples of Brand Dilution to avoid confusion with
respondent:
Brand Dilution Definitions:
“The lessening of the capacity of a famous mark to identify and distinguish goods or services”
“The process or action of making a brand less strong or less valuable”
“The weakening of a brand through its overuse”
Infringement vs. Dilution:
Focus on people vs. Focus on brand
Brand Dilution Examples:
-

-

	
  

Through Brand Extension:
o Richard Branson, Entrepreneur
o Virgin Mobile, Virgin Records, Virgin Atlantic, Virgin Cola, Virgin…?
Through luxury goods (often fashion related):
o “If too many people have a supposedly exclusive Fendi handbag or Hermes
scarf, it is no longer exclusive, and therefore, in the customer’s view, no longer
worth its vertiginous price”
Through Blurring:
o Lessening of the uniqueness of the brand in the minds of the consumers
o Present the Lexus (Car Manufacturer) vs. Lexis (Database Service) case
Through Tarnishment:
o Creates negative associations with, and hence a risk of aversion to, the famous
brand
o Present the American Express (Credit card Company) vs. Vibra (Condom
Manufacturer) case
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Appendix C: Expert Interview Transcription
Interviewer
Respondent
Topic of Recording
Type of Recording
Length of Recording
Location of Recording
Language of Recording
& Transcription
Recording Files

Tom Janssen, Thesis Student
Koen Jordaans, Internet Marketing Expert
Risks of Internet Marketing Methods and Brand Dilution
Expert Interview
12 Minutes, 43 Seconds
Invorm Communicatie, Koornstraat 10K, 5341BR Oss, Netherlands
Dutch
Vraag 1.aif
Vraag 2.aif
Vraag 3.aif
Vraag 4.aif
Vraag 5.aif
Vraag 6.aif
Vraag 7.aif
Vraag 8.aif
Vraag 9.aif

Speaker 1 = Interviewer
Speaker 2 = Koen Jordaans
*** Start Transcription
Interviewer (Vraag 1.aif)
Ehm, wat zijn volgens jou de voordelen van Internet Marketing ten opzichte van gewone vormen van
marketing? Want de laatste tien jaar zie je dat er heel veel is ontwikkeld met Web 2.0 etc. etc., en er
zijn heel veel Internet Marketing mechanismen.
Koen Jordaans
Je kunt gerichter, eh, je doelgroep benaderen met Internet Marketing met tegenwoordige
mogelijkheden.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Ja.
Interviewer
Dus echt zegmaar specifiek…
Koen Jordaans
Heel specifiek de doelgroepen op leeftijd, plaats eh, intresses, noem maar op.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
In tegenstelling tot een aantal jaar geleden.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Ja.
Interviewer
Ehm, en wat zijn eh, ehm, ehm, de nadelen van, van Internet Marketing?
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Koen Jordaans
Privacy.
Interviewer
Privacy het grootste nadeel?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, dat wordt gezien als een groot nadeel ja…ja Facebook en Google hebben daar allebei last van.
Interviewer
Ja.
Koen Jordaans
Overheden zijn aan het bekijken of het wel allemaal toegestaan wordt.
Interviewer
Ja, ja.
Koen Jordaans
Dus, dat, dat is een nadeel. Dat, ja dat kan een valkuil zijn in de toekomst voor sommige middelen.
Interviewer
Ok, en en en, zouden er nog, nog meer nadelen, nog meer dat je echt denkt van “Ja, daar hebben wij
wel een aantal mee te maken”?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, het is vrij, het kan vrij duur zijn als je er niet goed mee omgaat.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Dat is ook een nadeel, ja.
Interviewer
En en, want want een Facebook pagina bijvoobeeld opzetten is in principe niet zo…
Koen Jordaans
Dat is geen probleem, maar wel als je Facebook hebt, maar dan he, dan gaat het pas komen.
Interviewer
Precies. Dus…
Koen Jordaans
Als je Facebook goed wil inzetten dan heb je toch wel middelen nodig om goed te investeren. In the
Facebook Ads bijvoorbeeld.
Interviewer
Ja.
Koen Jordaans
Als jij geen Facebook Ads inzet, dan kun je net zo goed geen Facebook pagina hebben.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Dan komt daar niemand op af.
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Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Ja, en dat kost geld en dat heeft Facebook slim gedaan. Vandaar die 1,2 Miljard winst, volgens mij, die
ze gedraaid hebben vorig jaar he…
Interviewer
Ja, ja…
Koen Jordaans
Dus dat is allemaal Facebook advertenties.
Interviewer
Oke. Enne uhm uhm jij maakt ook huismerken, en en jij doet, doet logo’s, en en natuurlijk, en
natuurlijk grafisch. Uhh, uh, is dat is dat duur om dat…?
Koen Jordaans
Nee, en dat wordt steeds goedkoper. Ja, je hebt Apps tegenwoordig al waar je voor, die koop je gewoon
voor 7 euro, een App, en dan kun jij honderden logo’s uitkiezen.
Interviewer
Oh oke.
Koen Jordaans
Ja, bijvoorbeeld. Dus dat wordt steeds minder.
Interviewer
Goed, goed, goed.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 2.aif)
Ehm, zou je zeggen dat dat de voordelen en de nadelen, euhm even belangrijk zijn in het selecteren van
een bepaald marketingmechanisme voor bedrijven? Dus ik noem maar iets, euh euh, La Colline, klant
bij jullie, V.O.F. Jordaans, klant bij jullie met 3 zaken, uh die hebben een Twitter-pagina en een
Facebook-pagina maar die hebben geen Blog. Dus er is een keuze gemaakt door het bedrijf V.O.F.
Jordaans om een Facebook-pagina en een Twitter-pagina. Euhm Uh, wegen de voordelen van een
Facebook-pagina net zo zwaar als de nadelen of wordt er in deze wereld veelal naar de voordelen van
gekeken.
Koen Jordaans
Ja, er wordt veelal naar de voordelen gekeken. Maar Facebook is het bereik snel heel groot.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
En een Blog is relatief duur omdat je toch een tekstschrijver daarvoor in moet huren of een blogger
iniedergeval, en dat zijn wel dure jongens. De uurtarieven van bloggers zijn relatief hoog.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Als je Facebook Ads goed instelt dan betaal je, ik denk dat La Colline op dit moment op een zeventig
cent per ‘like’ zit ofzo.
Interviewer
Oke…
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Koen Jordaans
Dus dan kun je precies uitrekenen als ik er duizend euro instop, dan krijg ik daar zevenhonderd ‘likes’
voor terug.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
He, dus dan kun je precies uitrekenen wat je ongeveer euh, ja gaat, gaat krijgen aan volgers.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Maar een Blog is ook een goed, een goed middel en zetten we ook regelmatig in. We zetten het ook
zelf in, maar euh dat is wel relatief duur.
Interviewer
Denk jij dat, dat, dat bedrijven euhm, ook echt naar nadelen van Internet Marketing mechanismen
kijken?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, zeker. Het nadeel van van Internet Marketing voor veel bedrijven, en vooral MKB, ik heb toevallig
net weer zo’n onderzoek gezien, is de onwetendheid dus daarom dat ze het maar niet doen. Of dat ze
ermee starten en eigenlijk niet weten waar ze mee starten.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Iedereen, je hebt net jou opmerking van een Facebook-pagina is zo gedaan, ja dat klopt, maar d’r
achteraan komen heel veel kosten om het goed neer te zetten. Want alles draait om content in deze
wereld en dat wordt steeds belangrijker.
Interviewer
Content is het toverwoord…
Koen Jordaans
Content is het toverwoord en dat wordt alleen maar belangrijker, he, het is veel belangrijker
tegenwoordig wat een ander van een merk zegt als dat je het zelf zegt.
Interviewer
Ja.
Koen Jordaans
Ten opzichte van de oude Internet Marketing, de oude marketing middelen he…
Interviewer
Ja, precies…
Koen Jordaans
Dus, het gaat erom hoe beïnvloed je je doelgroep en hoe reageer je op je doelgroep of op berichten, wil
je jou imago goed neerzetten.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
En dat, dat wordt, en is, heel belangrijk.
Interviewer
Oke.
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Koen Jordaans
Ja.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 3.aif)
Euhm, denk jij dat, of of weet jij van het bestaan van een soort soort protocol een soort richtlijn, waar,
waarop bedrijven hun marketing mechanisme selecteren? Waarom zegt La Colline bijvoorbeeld, uh uh,
“We gaan niet investeren in Search Engine Optimalization, zodat we hoog komen bij Google, maar we
doen een Facebook-pagina”. Is, is daar, zijn daar richtlijnen voor dat je een bepaalde, een bepaalde
soort bedrijven zijn, een bepaalde vragen die die bedrijven aan zichzelf, ja, kunnen stellen? Bied jij ook
Blogs aan bijvoorbeeld?
Koen Jordaans
Ja…
Interviewer
Oke…en en en…
Koen Jordaans
Blog kan kan als middelpunt werken voor je Internet Marketing.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
He, dus dat je je Twitter-berichten en je Facebook-berichten, dus dus stel je Blogt iets, dat dat
geautomatiseerd wordt richting je Twitter-pagina of richting je Facebook-pagina.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Dus een Blog is iets interactiefs, een Website is vaak een, ja een statisch iets.
Interviewer
Ja.
Koen Jordaans
Dus wij adviseren ook wel regelmatig van, doe geen Website, ga bloggen.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Want dat is interactief, nieuwe content, nieuwe content scoort weer hoog in Google. Dus voor, ja als
we het hebben over Internet Marketing is een Blog voor sommige bedrijven al veel interessanter als
een website.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Kijk voor een restaurant is het een ander verhaal, dan zul je je menukaart en dergelijke moeten tonen…
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Maar om de mensen naar je website te leiden heb je middelen nodig
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Interviewer
Een Blog?
Koen Jordaans
Een Blog zou een hele goede kunnen zijn…
Interviewer
Ok.
Koen Jordaans
Ja.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 4.aif)
Euhm, denk jij dat er ook, ook bedrijven zijn die euh, die bijvoorbeeld uh zeggen van “Ja, we doen een
Facebook-pagina want je moet tegenwoordig een Facebook-pagina hebben?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, Ja.
Interviewer
Ja, zonder echt euh te kijken van “Ja, wat zijn de voordelen, wat heb ik eraan, euh wat is slecht?
Koen Jordaans
Heel veel.
Interviewer
Ja toch…?
Koen Jordaans
Heel veel MKB’ers ja.
Interviewer
Gewoon van, ja Facebook is nu een trend, is nu ‘hot’om het maar even zo te noemen, dus dat moeten
wij ook hebben.
Koen Jordaans
Ja…
Interviewer
Toch…?
Koen Jordaans
Ik denk euh, als je kijkt uh 1 op 10 zegmaar, denk ik dat, van de MKB, denk ik echt dat 7 op de 10 of 8
op de 10 die er op die manier mee omgaan.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Ja, dat is een aanname wat ik nou doe, maar dat is wel een gevoel denk ik die een heel eind klopt uh.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 5.aif)
Ben jij bekend met de term “Merkafbreuk”, in het Engels “Brand Dilution”?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, wel.
Interviewer
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Wat versta je onder, onder merkafbreuk?
Koen Jordaans
Euhm, (stilte), als jij een keuze hebt gemaakt die jou merk eerder schaadt dan goeddoet.
Interviewer
En en een keuze in…?
Koen Jordaans
Euhm, ja als jij ergens instapt en dat doe je niet op de goede manier dan kan het eerder schaden dan dat
het iets oplevert.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Dat is merkafbreuk.
Interviewer
Oke.
Koen Jordaans
Ja.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 6.aif)
Heb je misschien een, een, een voorbeeld van, van merkafbreuk?
Koen Jordaans
Ja ik ben vorig jaar, ben ik PR-voorzitter geweest van Winterland Oss.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
En toen is er een fout gemaakt met brieven versturen buiten mijn schuld om. Het bestuur had mij
overruled en daardoor is er een fout gemaakt.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Daarop zeiden sommige bedrijven, zoals de Rabobank, van “Jij bent PR-voorzitter, dus dat is jouw
schuld”. Dus mijn afbreukrisico, euhm, was redelijk groot door instappen op die functie.
Interviewer
Ja…Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Dus buiten mijn schuld om, is toch mijn merk mijn image geschaad.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Dus het afbreukrisico was daar.
Interviewer
Dus door…Dus door, ja, een derde partij eigenlijk…
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Koen Jordaans
Ja, ja…ja. Het kan ook door jezelf zijn hoor, maar in dit geval was het door, door een andere partij.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Mijn afbreukrisico was groot op dat moment.
Interviewer
Oke.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 7.aif)
Denk jij dat marketers euhm, over het algemeen, Brand Dilution in acht nemen? Dat ze d’r, dat ze d’r,
dat ze ervan bewust zijn dat dat een nadeel is?
Koen Jordaans
Dat denk ik wel, maar wel te weinig misschien wel. Ja, Ja.
Interviewer
Oke. Euhm, uh, heb je, heb je d’r ervaring mee met andere mensen die, die het erover hebben van van
“Ja, er zouden merkafbreuken kunnen plaatsnemen.”
Koen Jordaans
Nee…
Interviewer
Wordt daar, wordt daar echt zo…?
Koen Jordaans
Nee, nee, nee heb ik eigenlijk ben ik nog niet tegengekomen. Nee.
Interviewer
Oke.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 8.aif)
Euhm, en welke redenen, uh euhm, zouden er kunnen zijn voor het, voor het niet, niet echt uh erkennen
van, van, van merkafbreuk als een nadeel van een Internet marketing techniek?
Koen Jordaans
Er zit wel een verschil in, uh, in de grootte van het bedrijf. Een MKB’er zal er minder snel over
nadenken als een wat groter bedrijf. En daar zit wel degelijk verschil in. En dat heb ik gemerkt in de
praktijk bijvoorbeeld bij Quantum of BeterBed, of SweetDeal ook wel, dat voordat ze een keuze maken
om een middel in te zetten zoals Facebook of Twitter, uh willen ze toch wel eerst zeker weten van de
voor en nadelen. Uh, ze winnen kennis in voordat ze ergens instappen.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Omdat ze eerst willen zien wat doet het medium en wat is de levensvatbaarheid en als we ermee starten
moeten we er ook op reageren, en hoe gaan we erop reageren en wat houdt dat operationeel in. Dus er
zit wel verschil in. Een kleiner bedrijf is eerder geneigd om gewoon in te stappen en uh slaagt het niet
dan slaagt het niet; dan zijn de investeringen natuurlijk ook wat lager als uh de grotere bedrijven omdat
er een heel apparaat achter hangt.
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Interviewer
Dus, dus, dus de grotere bedrijven zijn meer, die nemen meer de tijd om even rustig de voor…
Koen Jordaans
Ja…
Interviewer
De voor en nadelen…
Koen Jordaans
Ja…
Interviewer
En dan, en dan bij de nadelen nemen ze ook meer, meer ja, merkafbreuk in acht…?
Koen Jordaans
Dan nemen ze meer merkafbreuk in acht ja, ja. En het gaat gewoon wat stroperiger omdat de
organisaties gewoon wat groter zijn, meestal hangen er meerdere merken onder…
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Dus, uh, het heeft ook gewoon met de personeelskosten te maken op dat moment, want er zal een
afdeling of personen zullen ervoor verantwoordelijk moeten zijn. Ja, als je Internet marketing in gaat
zetten moet je er ook iets mee doen.
Interviewer
Ja.
Koen Jordaans
He, als je email-adressen scoort via Facebook of via via Google Ads, of uh, dan zul je iets met die
email-adressen moeten doen.
Interviewer
Die moet je gaan gebruiken…
Koen Jordaans
In een kleiner bedrijf kun je sneller schakelen, in een groot bedrijf moet die data opgeslagen worden en
moet daar ook weer iets mee gebeuren, op een goede manier.
Interviewer
Ja, ja…
Koen Jordaans
Dus uh, dan is uh, ja, je merkafbreuk is natuurlijk groter bij een groter merk dan bij een kleiner merk
he…
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Een foutje is snel gemaakt, en een klein merk kan zich dat permitteren.
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Maar uhm, spelfouten of the tone-of-voice bij een groot merk moet wel kloppen.
Interviewer
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Ja.
Koen Jordaans
Dus die zijn daar toch wel uh, een groot merk is daar toch wel heel veel mee bezig.
Interviewer
Ja.
---------------------Interviewer (Vraag 9.aif)
Wat zijn…
Koen Jordaans
Een goed plan, een goed strategie, een goed strategie, dus een goede voorbereiding.
Interviewer
Ja, dus dus om om ja merkafbreuk te voorkomen…?
Koen Jordaans
Om te voorkomen, is ja, een goede strategie, een goede visie op papier zetten he. En daarna een goed,
een goed beleid maken, en ook uh dat het personeel op de hoogte is van dat beleid. Dus je personeel
meenemen in…
Interviewer
Communicatie daarin?
Koen Jordaans
Jazeker, Ja dat is heel belangrijk ja, ja zeker in de tegenwoordige tijd dan dat toch ook een medewerker
heeft ook een Twitter-account of een Facebook-account of uh. Die zal zich daar ook bewust van
moeten zijn waar het bedrijf naartoe gaat en naartoe wil.
Interviewer
Denk je dat uh, dat negatieve publiciteit van mensen binnen een bedrijf dat die zwaar weegt?
Koen Jordaans
Van een medewerker?
Interviewer
Ja…
Koen Jordaans
Ja, dat denk, dat denk ik wel ja. Ja dat denk ik wel. Dat kan wel een eigen leven gaan leiden ja. Maar je
kunt aan de andere kant, je kunt negatieve uh berichtgevingen of uh daar kun je wel iets goeds mee
doen natuurlijk. En daar heeft KLM bijvoorbeeld hele mooie voorbeelden van een klacht ombuigen tot
een compliment. Daar zijn zij keien in en dat komt puur omdat ze dus hun Internet marketing goed op
orde hebben.
Interviewer
Ja dat is gewoon…
Koen Jordaans
He, die gebruiken de verschillende kanalen, gebruiken ze om uh om te reageren.
Interviewer
Ja, dat wordt ook inderdaad, inderdaad vaak gezien als als, mensen zijn altijd een beetje huiverig voor
inderdaad Facebook. Wat als ze nou slechte dingen erop schrijven, maar van de andere kant zou je
kunnen zeggen “Ja het is juist een goed ding”. Want je hebt liever dat er een medium is waarop je kan
zien en de klacht en erop kan reageren…
Koen Jordaans
Juist, ja…
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Interviewer
Dan dat het, dan dat het ja, hier in een kamertje ergens achter gebeurd…
Koen Jordaans
Ja…
Interviewer
Zonder dat je het weet en dat het dan een eigen leven gaat leiden toch?
Koen Jordaans
Ja, ja. Dat is ook altijd ons verhaal, van marketers in het algemeen denk ik wel of online marketers
moet ik zeggen. Bij marketers van oudsher zijn echt niet op de hoogte van de mogelijkheden, die
komen wij ook heel veel tegen. Maar het monitoren van het Web en van nieuwsbronnen is daarin heel
erg belangrijk. Voor grote merken is dat eigenlijk euh een “must”.
Interviewer
Oke…
Koen Jordaans
Om te weten wat gebeurt er, uh, met mijn merk.
*** End Transcription
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